
ZRX (0x) CryptoBill Instructions: 

1. If you would like to send ZRX to your Crypto Bill before giving it, scan the public key QR 
code with the wallet application of your choice. Then, send the desired amount of ZRX to 
the associated public key. 

2. You can give this gift of crypto just like you would give cash, and it’s ready to use. There is no 
need to proceed to steps below this if you do not intend to sweep the private keys and 
move your ZRX into a mobile wallet. 

3. Download the free app “Trust: Crypto & Bitcoin Wallet” from the App Store. 

4. Once Trust has been downloaded, select “I already have a wallet”. Next, click Ethereum. 
Finally, select the scanner from the top right corner of the app. 

5. Next, simply scratch off the holographic sticker covering the “PRIVATE KEY” QR code on 
your CryptoBill with a coin or other small, hard object. Make sure you keep the private key 
hidden from preying eyes - a bad actor with access to your private key has access to your 
funds. Now scan the private key with Trust, and select “Import”. 

6. Now you are on the home screen. Click the “+” icon in the top right corner. Search for “ZRX” 
to add ZRX functionality to your wallet. 

7. It is recommended that you go to the Settings and enable the App Lock. Make sure that you 
use a strong passcode! 

8. PLEASE NOTE that ZRX is an ERC-20 token. If you ever intend to send the ZRX that you 
have swept from your CryptoBill, you will need to send a very small amount of ETH to your 
public key for the gas fee. You can find information on ETH gas fees here: https://
ethgasstation.info/ 

9. The final step is a security check. If you have revealed the private key on your CryptoBill 
and would like to hold onto the bill, you must keep it in a secure location. Furthermore, if 
you have written down your passphrase and/or PIN number on this page, you must keep it 
in a secure location. 

10. Most important step. HOLD ONTO YOUR ETHEREUM. 

Optional:  
Passphrase: 

Notes:
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